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Abstract
The outbreak of Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by SARS-CoV-2 is becoming a worldwide problem. We previously reported that cepharanthine
(CEP) demonstrated strong anti-coronavirus effects, however, the mechanism underlying CEP’s anti-coronavirus effects remains unknown. We herein performed
Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) to investigate the biological influence of CEP on different proteins of SARS-CoV-2. Meanwhile, molecular docking study was
used to screen the potential binding sites of CEP on the virus. The binding of CEP to the nsp13 helicase with a Kd of 3.806*10-6 M shows that helicase is a relatively
strong possible target of CEP. Besides, CEP could bind to the viral main proteinase (3CLpro) that contributes to the intervention of polypeptide cleavage. We also
compared the potential binding pockets and binding affinity on viral spike proteins (S1 and S2 subunits) at both open and closed states. Our study revealed that
CEP exerts its anti-coronavirus effects at viral genomic RNA replication, transcription, translation and viral invasion levels, providing a theoretical basis for the
development of CEP as a promising anti-coronavirus drug.
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(ACE2) expressing cells [13,14].
Cepharanthine (CEP) is a natural alkaloi (Figure 1), which has been
widely used to treat many of the acute and chronic diseases. Recent
evidences showed that CEP could be used as a potential antiviral agent for
the prevention and treatment of infective diseases including its re-purposing
use for coronavirus related diseases [6,15-18]. Therefore, it is of great
interest to investigate the anti-coronavirus mechanism of CEP.

Introduction
The outbreak of Corona Virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) caused by
SARS-CoV-2, which was identified as a novel coronavirus [1,2] has spread
around the world and has serious impact on all aspects of people's lives.
The World Health Organization (WHO) reported over 79,000,000 confirmed
infected patients, and 1,761,381 SARS-CoV-2 related deaths globally (as
of December 29th, 2020) [3]. It is urgent to study and develop new drugs
against SARS-CoV-2 [4-6].
Nsp5 protease (also known as 3C-like protease, 3CLpro), is a key
enzyme for 2019-nCoV replication. It is also encoded by the polypeptide
and responsible for processing the polypeptide into functional proteins [7,8].
Nsp13 helicase is thought to play crucial roles in many aspects of the viral
life cycle which is essential for viral replication [9-12]. The transmembrane
viral spike (S) protein locates on the surface of SARS-CoV-2 virus, forming
a homotrimer that protrudes out from the surface of the virus body. The
transfer of genetic materials of viruses into host cells occurs upon the
binding of S protein with its receptor Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme-2

Figure 1. Molecular structure of Cepharanthine (CEP).

To investigate the mechanisms underlying the anti-coronavirus effects
of CEP, we carried out the molecules Biomolecular Interaction Analysis core
(BIAcore) [19-22] of three kinds of proteins (spike, 3CLpro and helicase).
Besides, we conducted interaction simulation between CEP and the viral S
proteins (S1 and S2 subunits), 3CLpro and helicase using molecular docking
approach. Molecular docking as a Structure-Based Drug Design (SBDD)
method makes the best use of the receptor structure information, providing
the potential interactions between a ligand and a particular binding site [2325]. The results showed that CEP exerted its anti-coronavirus effects on
different viral proteins.
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Materials and Methods
Binding kinetics of CEP with SARS-CoV-2 spike, 3CLpro,
and helicase using BIAcore binding assay
Cepharanthine was purchased from MedChemExpress company
(Monmouth Junction, NJ, USA), SARS-CoV-2 helicase and 3CL protein
were purchased from novoprotein (Shanghai, China), SARS-CoV-2 S1 and
S2 protein were purchased from sino biological company (Peking, China).
To measure the binding affinities of CEP to SARS-CoV-2 S1, S2, 3CLpro
and helicase, SPR technology based BIAcore T200 biosensor was used
(BIAcore AB, Uppsala, Sweden) in our study. The S1, S2, 3CL and helicase
proteins from SARS-CoV-2 were separately diluted to a final concentration
of 20 μg/mL in 10 mM sodium acetate buffer (pH 4.5) and immobilized
to the CM5 sensor-chip by using the standard primary amine coupling
method to about 6809, 8888, 10125.4 and 18547.7 Response Units (RU)
respectively. Running buffer containing 1XPBS-P and 5%DMSO was used
during immobilization procedure. The surface was activated by injecting a
1:1 mixture containing 0.2 M EDC and 50 mM NHS for target level of 10000
RU at a flow rate of 20 μL/min. Proteins were injected separately and the
surface was then blocked by injecting 1 M ethanolamine at pH 8.5 for seven
minutes. All the screening assays were performed over the unmodified
dextran surface and the proteins surface. SPR assay was performed at
25°C.
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might be different from each other in CEP binding, we therefore performed
molecular docking using the original separate chains of structures at open
(PDB code: 6VYB) and closed state ( PDB code: 6VXX) of SARS-CoV-2.14
S protein contains two subunits (S1 and S2), as shown in Figures 3 and 4,
it was reported that the coronavirus infected host cell through the binding
of RBD to ACE2 receptor on host cell [31]. Recently published structures
3CLpro (PDB code: 6XMK) [32], nsp13 helicase (PDB code: 6XEZ) [33] with
high resolution were used for docking studies, both structures contained the
ligand and the protein.

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of coronavirus using spike protein to enter host cells
by binding to ACE2. S1 indicates V16-R685 with RBD located at; S2 indicates
S686-P1213.

To test the dose-dependent effects of CEP binding to the proteins,
a series of dilution of CEP from 0 μM to 100 μM were prepared for the
binding assay. A proper control for each dilution regarding pH value,
the concentrations of DMSO and substances in buffers were carefully
considered. Each sample assay consisted of a 180-s buffer injection and
a 300-s dissociation phase, and the blank injection was used to check the
carryover effects. The signal was adjusted for non-specific binding of the
samples to dextran matrix by subtracting the signal in the reference channel
from the signal in the active channel.

Molecular docking of CEP to SARS-CoV-2 spike, 3CLpro,
nsp13 helicase
Preparation of molecular structure of CEP for docking analysis:
We downloaded the SMILES of CEP (CHEMBL code CHEMBL449782) on
CHEMBL website [26], and generated its 3D conformations with parameters
set by default using OpenEye software [27-29], and then we generated
energy-optimized 3D structures of CEP molecule (ligand) by adding
Gasteiger charges and merged non-polar hydrogens using AutoDockTools
software [30]. As shown in Figure 2, there were six different types of 3D
molecular structures of CEP conformations obtained with slight differences
in side chains.

Figure 4. Structures of S protein of SARS-CoV-2. The structures of three chains
of S proteins in closed state (PDB code: 6VXX ) and the structure of three chains
of S proteins in open state (PDB code: 6VYB). Molecular docking analyses were
conducted with CEP and separated chains.

Preparation of protein structures for docking analysis: To prepare
the protein structures for docking, we first examined the chains of protein
structure, and then cleared all water molecules and other ligands. For 3CLpro
and nsp13 helicase structures, we retained the ligand in the possible binding
sites for the following binding pockets detection. For all protein structures,
we treated termini as neutral, added H-atoms to the unoccupied valence
of heavy atoms and repaired backbone and side chains, finally carried out
pre-docking minimization.
Docking mode and parameters: The detection of the binding pocket is
a key process in protein-ligand docking analysis, The SYBYL-X 2.0 software
package has its advantage from this point [34-38]. We used multi-channel
functionality to detect potential active site cavities in S protein with protomol
bloat and protomol_threshold specified at default values. Since there was a
ligand in the active site in the structure of 3CLpro, nsp13 helicase and RdRp,
the ligand mode was used to find the binding pocket. We then selected the
Surflex-Dock GeomX docking mode, which can perform flexible processing
on ring molecules, optimized energy before and after docking, and used
soft grid. For small molecules, we generated top 200 energy-optimized
3D structures, and kept maximum number of 20 poses per ligand. Other
parameters were adopted using default settings.

Figure 2. The structure of CEP (CHEMBL code: CHEMBL449782) and its six
different conformations. Atoms in red represents O atom, and blue represents N
atom.

Structure of SARS-CoV-2 spike, 3CLpro and nsp13 helicase: For S
protein, considering there are two known states of viral S proteins, which
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The Surflex scoring function [39,40], which is based on the binding
affinities of protein-ligand complexes, takes into account several terms,
including hydrophobic, polar, repulsive, entropic solvation and crush.
During docking process, the putative poses of molecules are scored. We
can easily get the predicted Kd according to the meaning represented by
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the total score. If the score is above 0, it means there is a possibility the
ligand will bind to the receptor. When the scores is below 0, we take it as
no binding at all [41].
Total score=-log10 (Kd)
Kd=10 (-Total score)
We kept the top 20 docking poses. All three chains of S protein from
each structure were used to perform docking simulation with CEP. We
intended to find some common binding pockets (or positions) that had a
higher possibility to be the actual binding sites and potential binding pockets
even if they were not detected in all the three chains. For other proteins,
we intended to observe the binding affinity of CEP and the binding pockets
in these proteins.

Results and Discussion
To investigate whether CEP could inhibit coronavirus entry, we
performed the binding assay of CEP with the recombinant proteins S1
and S2 using the Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR) assay. The results
demonstrated that CEP could bind to SARS-CoV-2 subunits S1 and
S2 in a dose-dependent manner (Figures 5A and 5B). According to the
experimental data, we found that the experimental Kd value of CEP with S1
was 3.766 × 10-4 M and that of with S2 was 3.863 × 10-5 M, the Rmax were
354.3 RU and 9.865 RU, Chi2 were 0.0286 RU2 and 0.0338 RU2 of S1 and
S2, respectively.

Figure 5. The binding kinetics of CEP with different viral proteins. Sensorgrams
of (A) CEP&SARS-CoV-2 S1 subunit. (B) CEP&SARS-CoV-2 S2 subunit. (C)
CEP&3CLpro. (D) CEP&nsp13 helicase. Experiments were performed with CEP at
different concentrations.

In addition, we need further research to explore the exact binding sites.
We simulated the binding affinity of CEP with the chain A of S protein using
computational tools to predict its binding pockets on S protein. In the closed
state of S protein (6VXX: A), we found that there were 11 possible Binding
Pockets (BPs), among which there were 4 BPs with their total binding
affinity scores over 5, and 8 BPs forming outstanding hydrogen bond with
CEP. Further analysis revealed that the strongest interaction between CEP
with chain A of S protein (6VXX: A) were at BPa3 with highest total binding
affinity score 5.92 and hydrogen bond (H-bond) score 2.10 (Binding pocket
C in Figure 6A). We then analyzed the binding affinity of CEP with chain B
and chain C of S protein (6VXX: A and 6VXX: C), respectively. We found
that there were 7 BPs in Chain B and 14 BPs in Chain C which could bind
with CEP. The Binding Pocket 3 on chain B (BPb3) and binding pocket 11
on chain C (BPc11) showed the highest binding affinity with CEP in the
corresponding chains, respectively (Table 1). The H-bond residues formed
between CEP with three chains of closed S protein were also listed in Table 1.
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Figure 6. The binding pockets and binding affinity of CEP with coronavirus S protein.
(A) There are five common binding pockets (BPs) in each chain of 6VXX, among
which BP: B, BP: C and BP: E locate on S2 subunit, BP: A and BP: D locate on S1
subunit. When the S protein is in the closed state, CEP can bind to the S1 subunit in
the BP: D binding pocket, whereas when the S protein is in the open state, CEP no
longer binds to BP: D and instead will bind to the BP: F binding site. (B) Comparison
of the predicted binding affinity of CEP with S proteins at different binding pockets.
(C) A representative interaction between CEP and BP: C with chain C of S protein at
closed state (6VXX). Dashed yellow line represents the H-bonds formed between
CEP with residues of Lys790, and with Lys814 of S protein.

Among those binding pockets of CEP with S proteins, we noticed that
there were five common binding pockets of CEP on these chains and we
marked them as BP: A, BP: B, BP: C, BP: D and BP: E (Figure 6A and Table
1). We compared these five common binding pockets and their binding
parameters with CEP. As was shown in Figure 6B, the Binding Pockets
C (BP:C) of CEP on the chains of S protein exhibited the highest binding
score, indicating that the predicted Kd was lower than 10-5 M, whereas all the
predicted Kd values in BP: A and BP: D were between 10-4 M and 10-5 M. The
binding Kd of chain C (6VXX: C) on position BP: E with CEP was less than
10-4 M, suggesting that CEP could weakly binds to that position. Our results
also showed that the binding affinity of CEP to S protein was the weakest at
the binding pocket B (BP: B) when S protein was in the closed state (6VXX).
In the open state of S protein (6VYB), we discovered that there were 9
possible BPs of CEP with chain A (6VYB: A), 10 BPs with chain B (6VYB: B),
12 BPs with chain C (6VYB: C) (Supplementary Table S1 and Figure S1).
Compared to its closed state, no obvious conformational changes could be
seen in chain A and chain C of S proteins. Interestingly, chain B exhibits
a very significant conformational is also significantly different in the two
states. Molecular docking data demonstrated that a binding pocket change
when switching from a closed to an open state, and the corresponding
combination of CEP and chain B F (BP: F) was found in the open state of S
protein, with the disappearance of BP: D, a strong binding pocket of CEP,
named as BP: F appears on Chain B (Figures 6A and 6B), which locates at
Receptor Binding Domain (RBD) of S protein. As we have known, RBD on
S1 subunit is necessary for SARS-CoV-2 to interact with its receptor [42],
we therefore reasoned that CEP may exert its antiviral effects by interfering
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Table 1. Simulated molecular binding affinity of CEP with S protein closed state (6VXX) and the key residues involved H-bond formation.
Chain name
6VXX: A

Binding pocket (BP)
Total score (-log Kd)
H-bond
H-bond residues
a1 (A)*
4.76
1.0
Asn121, Ser172
a2 (B)*
2.56
0.02
**
a3 (C)*
5.92
2.1
Lys814, Lys790, Thr791
a4 (D)*
4.35
0.00
**
a5 (E)*
5.24
0.98
Asp80
a6
4.42
1.12
Thr732
a7
4.66
0.04
**
a8
4.8
1.05
Thr572
a9
5.68
1.14
His1048
a10
4.67
1.27
Lys964
a11
5.59
1.77
Arg1000
6VXX: B
b1 (A)*
4.88
0.89
Ser172, Asn121, Arg190
b2 (B)*
2.76
0.00
**
b3 (C)*
7.62
2.97
Lys790，Ser875
b4 (D)*
4.84
0.00
**
b5 (E)*
4.94
1.43
Arg1107
b6
4.08
0.17
Ser305
b7
3.49
1.08
Gly142
6VXX: C
c1 (A)*
5.26
0.34
Asn121
c2 (B)*
2.39
0.09
**
c3 (C)*
5.88
2.23
Lys814, Lys790
c4 (D)*
5.42
0.01
**
c5 (E)*
3.55
0.00
**
c6
5.89
1.06
Thr1006
c7
3.39
0.00
**
c8
4.06
0.00
**
c9
5.50
0.46
Arg1000
c10
4.58
0.00
**
c11
7.34
0.22
Gln1106
c12
3.89
0.00
**
c13
4.13
1.01
Arg577
c14
5.75
0.00
**
*indicates the common BPs in three chains, there are five common BPs, namely A, B, C, D, and E. **no strong hydrogen bonding interaction.

with the entry of viruses into host cells through the formation of binding
pockets with the viral S protein.
As described above, the viral S protein contains two subunits, S1 and
S2. Based on the results of simulation, the binding pocket of CEP to the
S protein, BP: A and BP: D (or the binding pocket of BP: D shifted to BP:
F at the open state), is located on the S1 subunit, and BP: B, BP: C and
BP: E are located on the S2 subunit. Our molecular docking simulation
data suggested that the predicated Kd values of CEP binding to S1 were
at 10-4-10-5 M on an averaged level, whereas the Kd values of CEP with S2
were less than 10-5 M on an averaged level, all of which were consistent
with the experimental Kd values. Although the protein binding assay using
recombinant S protein subunits to test the binding affinity of CEP with S
protein could not be used to compare the differences in binding to CEP
in the open or closed state of the S protein, the experiments results still
provided strong evidence to confirm that CEP does bind to S protein.
Meanwhile, it demonstrated the reliability of our molecular docking method
for predicting affinity between CEP and S proteins.
Previous study showed that CEP could exert its anti-coronavirus effects
by acting on the viral S protein to inhibit virus attachment and entry into
the host cell. [6,13]. Our current results provided favourable supporting
evidence for previous work suggesting that CEP interferes with the entry
of the virus into the cell by interacting with S protein although whether the
binding of CEP with S protein could affect binding of viral S protein to ACE2
receptor of host cells need further study.
Protein 3CLpro is thought to be the protease to cleave the polypeptide
ORF1ab, allowing the ORF1ab protein to produce 16 non-structural proteins
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(nsp1-16) that promote viral replication and hijack the normal function of
host cells. Therefore, the protein 3CLpro has been taken as a target for anticoronavirus drug development. SPR assay was used to test the binding
affinity of CEP and 3CLpro, showing that the Kd value was 6.526*10-5 M,
the Rmax was 203.9 RU and the Chi2 was 0.952 RU2. Through molecular
docking analysis, we found a binding pocket on protein 3CLpro where CEP
formed two strong hydrogen bonds with residues Glu166 and Gln189,
respectively (Figure 7A). The predicted binding affinity of CEP with 3CLpro
(Total score=5.0872, predicted Kd=8.181*10-6 M) is consistent with the data
obtained from experimental protein binding analysis by BIAcore (Figure
5C). We speculated that the binding of CEP to protein 3CLpro might interfere
the cleavage of polypeptide ORF1ab, resulting in indirect down-regulation
of virus replication and transcription.
Nsp13 helicase is considered a critical component for coronavirus
replication and shares the highest sequence conservation, highlighting
their importance for viral viability. In our study, BIAcore test showed the
Kd was 3.806*10-6 M (Figure 5D), the Rmax was 21.03 RU and the Chi2
was 0.133 RU2, which meant CEP had high binding affinity of the protein.
After that, we used docking study on CEP and SARS-CoV-2 helicase, found
the predicted Kd was 3.160*10-6 M (Total score=5.50). As we observed the
interactions between CEP and the binding pocket (Figure 7B), CEP formed
hydrogen bonds with His290, Arg442 and Arg443, these hydrogen bonds
made great contributions to the strong interaction between the two. With
our computational and biological study on CEP and helicase active site, we
think that CEP can bind at this pocket and interfere with the protein activity,
which influence viral replication and some other aspects of coronavirus life
cycle.
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